C.H. DOUGLAS
SEMINAR 2024
Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow

DATES
Saturday 13 July & Sunday 14 July
Cost: • Includes lunch and afternoon tea

VENUE
Sandford House
207 East Terrace
Adelaide SA 5000
Phone: 0475 188 856

REGISTER NOW

PAYMENT: Registration:
bookings@publicschoolsclub.com.au
0475 188 856 socred.org

GUEST SPEAKERS & TOPICS

WILIAM WAITE: The Rise of Useless Work
A long-time Douglas Social Crediter William has taken a keen interest in the causes and effects of the centralisation of power in all its forms. He works to spread awareness of DSC and its solutions by writing the Substack at peoplecredit.com.au and more recently The Douglas Social Credit Podcast.

CHARLES PINWILL: An Outline of Corrective Economic Approaches
Charles Pinwill’s intense interest in Douglas’s Social Credit began over 50 years ago. He has refined his ideas about how Social Credit might be explained, advocated, promoted and applied to facilitate its adoption and incorporation into today’s society; an original approach which he advocates as having the best prospects of success.

PROF AUGUSTO ZIMMERMANN: Elective Dictatorship or Constitutional Monarchy? Why Australia has become an Elective Dictatorship
Prof Zimmermann PhD, LLM, LLB, DipEd, CIArb Professor and Head of Law, Sheridan Institute of Higher Education, President, Western Australian Legal Theory Association (WALTA). Editor-in-Chief, The Western Australian Jurist, Law Reform Commissioner, WA (2012-2017)

DR OLIVER HEYDORN: Douglas Social Credit: Untying the Gordian Knot
Dr M. Oliver Heydorn is the Director of the Clifford Hugh Douglas Institute promoting Social Credit theory. A regular presenter at the Basic Income Conference North America he now discusses the nature and due limits of state and or government intervention in the economy as per the vision of Douglas Social Credit theory.

ARINDAM BASU: The Right to Cash
Arindam Basu is the CEO of Basu Family Holdings, LLC. His proper introduction to Social Credit came in 2015, when he read Kerry Bolton’s, The Banking Swindle, which led him to the works of Major Douglas, as well as those of some other monetary reformers, (such as Arthur Kitson, Gottfried Feder and Frederik Soddy).

ASSOC PROFESSOR TIM DIMUZIO: Capitalism, Money, and Sabotage
Tim Di Muzio is an Associate Professor in International Relations and Political Economy at the University of Wollongong and Associate at the Center for Advanced International Relations Theory, University of Sussex. His research examines economic inequality and energy policy. Recent work explores the phenomenon of global debt and money creation.

ROBERT BALZOLA: Enforcement of Justice (The Magna Carta Tradition)
Solicitor - Robert Balzola, a senior practicing solicitor admitted to the Supreme Court 1994 and High Court of Australia 2008. Robert examines SA Local Government Retrospective Legislation and the effective abnegation of Responsible Government by making that which is unlawful, lawful.